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What did I mean by Doomed?

But was it doomed as in 

nothing I could do about it…?

…or doomed as in  

all my fault…?

-> v1.0 launch was already a failure before it happened <-
we just didn’t know it yet

well shit.

I don’t 
know.



For this to mean anything, we need: Context!

● 4 devs, 2011-2016, mostly full time

● 1st commercial game for ¾ths of the team

● 100% self-funded, completely unknown

● Scratch-built engine was a non-negotiable



For this to mean anything, we need: Goals!

1)Make a unique game with a high skill ceiling

2)Make enough money to do it again

3)Keep the team together after ship

4)Build reputation as high-quality developer



For this to mean anything, we need: End Results!

● Review scores between 4/10 and 9.5/10*

● Overwhelmingly Positive Steam user reviews**

● 9 months out from release, ~15k units sold

● Shipped a game, 21/2 hour OST,  book, and audiobook
*final metacritic score of 7/10
**98% if reviews no longer relevant are removed



What is Brigador?
● NOT a twin-stick shooter

● NOT Tiberian Sun or an RTS

● NOT a roguelike or rogue-lite

● Kinda like Desert Strike*, Crusader: No Remorse**
*released 1992                                           **released 1995



What is Brigador?
● “A colorful and chaotic isometric 2D mech 

shooter set in a world steeped in ‘80s futurism.” 
(PC Gamer review)

● a “Tank Western” (Something Awful forum poster)

● a “Kool-Aid Man simulator” (Me, best I could do)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPnjH8a-W1U

http://youtube.com/v/MPnjH8a-W1U




← 2015-2016

→



1)Priming
You must teach the consumer 

how to react to and interact with 
your game.

Before they play it.

The Litany of Doom
aka the stuff we didn’t understand or do correctly





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHtRDVpNV1M

http://youtube.com/v/RHtRDVpNV1M












1)Priming
2)Death of the designer

All that matters is whether 
players buy and enjoy your game. 

This determines sales.

Sales determine longevity.

The Litany of Doom
aka the stuff we didn’t understand or do correctly





1)Priming
2)Death of the designer
3)First 60’ foundation

The majority of your players, 
aka the ones who fund your company,

will never make it past the early 
stages of gameplay.

The Litany of Doom
aka the stuff we didn’t understand or do correctly



Galak-Z player statistics:

●17% players dropped out before completing 
the first level

●92% players dropped out before completing 
the 1st ‘dungeon’ area (~2 hours)

(numbers are somewhat inflated due to PS+ giveaway)





1)Priming
2)Death of the designer
3)First 60’ foundation
4)Impedance

The more unusual, complicated, 
or difficult a game is, the stronger 
the incentive is required to get both 
players and reviewers to ‘buy in’. 

The Litany of Doom
aka the stuff we didn’t understand or do correctly







1)Priming
2)Death of the designer
3)First 60’ foundation
4) Impedance
5)Press is transactional

aka what do you bring to the table
—> visibility is paramount

The Litany of Doom
aka the stuff we didn’t understand or do correctly







1)Priming
2)Death of the designer
3)First 60’ foundation
4) Impedance
5)Press is transactional
6)The Reserve Tank

The week after shipping is 
just as demanding if not more than 
the week before

The Litany of Doom
aka the stuff we didn’t understand or do correctly













Thanks!
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